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Abstract
„Altägyptische Kursivschriften“ in a digital age
The hieratic script has never been studied systematically regarding its peculiarities in abbreviations, 
orthography, functions or historical development, nor in comparison with cursive and monumental 
hieroglyphs as well as Demotic signs. After Möller’s Hieratische Palaeographie volumes I to III, being 
based on merely 32 sources, Egyptologists compiled several more or less complete palaeographies on 
single texts, groups of texts or time spans. However, the comparability of signs is often hindered or 
impossible due to the heterogeneity of writing surfaces, the quality of facsimiles and photos or the choice 
of examples and the degree of detail. Furthermore, the word or sign context is often lacking.
Since April 2015 a long-term project for a possible maximum of 23 years is located at the universities of 
Mainz and Darmstadt, being financed by the Union of German Academies of Sciences and Humanities. 
The lecture presented the aims and methods of this project and discussed the state of affairs with regard 
to the development and structuring 1) of a digital palaeography of the cursive scripts, including all stages 
of hieratic, abnormal hieratic and cursive hieroglyphic scripts from the Early Dynastic period through to 
Roman times, and 2) of a database with extensive metadata that allows the study of various topics among 
which the emergence, development, regional use, context and economy of scripts as well as the 
identification of individual scribes’ hands. The project shall be understood as being decisively open for 
cooperation among international experts.
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The project ‘Altägyptische Kursivschriften’ (AKU) is an interdisciplinary project in which 
Egyptologists from the Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz, and Computer philologists and an 
IT specialist from the Technische Universität Darmstadt cooperate to give the best digital 
support for our data.
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The project is specifically directed to the three aims given above. The manner in which the
project is structured in order to achieve these aims will be presented further below.
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The set-up of the project is thus two-fold: a digital palaeography with a database of cursive and 




The palaeography will be an archive for different repertoires of signs (cursive hieroglyphic and 
hieratic signs; single signs, word groups and ligatures; numbers and measurements) from 
different regions and time spans. It is impossible to incorporate all texts and all specimens of 
signs that we know, but we will incorporate those that fulfil necessary conditions of 
preservation, datability and accessibility. In order to accommodate the different sign repertoires 
into one palaeography which focusses precisely on cursive and hieratic instead of hieroglyphic 
sign forms, we need one coherent classification and coding system that is capable of being 
extended; that is, we need an open system that includes free slots in its sign codification in order 
to be able to include signs and sign forms that are only found at a later stage of the research. In 
order to figure out how to best structure such a system, we compiled a comprehensive 
concordance of palaeographies and sign lists, which gives us an overview of the sign repertoires 
to be included (that is, a basic corpus of signs on which we can start building the system) as well 
as an inventory of the differences in coding and classification systems already in use including 





The following problems and priorities in creating a palaeography, especially for the cursive 
scripts, show that we must rethink the classification and coding system on which most sign lists 
and palaeographies (whether digital or not) are based: the system introduced by Gardiner and 
elaborated in the Extended List (Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar (3rd edition, 2005), 438-548; 
Grimal, Hallof & van der Plas, Hieroglyphica Sign List I-II (2000)). Here, the example of the sign 
numbered A40 by Gardiner is given. Gardiner described the sign as a seated god, but recognized 
that the sign was also used as a classifier in personal pronouns indicating speech by the king 
(Gardiner, ibid., 446). Gods belong to his class C (‘Anthropomorphic Deities’), but the king is a 
man and therefore belongs to his class A (‘Man and his occupations’). In palaeographies one 
nowadays finds the sign either under class A or under class C.
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The same is true for the sign which Gardiner numbered A43, which depicts a seated king 
wearing the white crown, and which is used as a classifier in the word n(y)-sw.t ‘king of Upper 
Egypt’ as well as in Wsir ‘Osiris’ (Gardiner, ibid., 446). In the series Paléographie Hiéroglyphique
Dimitri Meeks has redefined Gardiner’s classes A to D precisely because of such ambiguities 
(Meeks, Les Architraves du temple d’Esna. Pal.Hiér. 1 (2004), XIX)). He has extracted the signs 
related to kings from Gardiner’s class A, and has made them, together with the signs related to 
anthropomorphic gods, the focus of an entirely new class for ‘Kings and Anthropomorphic Gods’. 
His redefined classes are given in the slide. Whether we include signs such as A40 and A43 in 
Gardiner’s class A, in Gardiner’s class C, or in a newly created class specifically for kings and 
anthropomorphic gods is a matter of how radical we want to be in adapting Gardiner.
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But we are not only dealing with Gardiner. The Extended List in Hieroglyphica 2000 contains 
signs that also occur in hieratic, and that we will thus include. Yet, the classification of these 
signs also has its problems. Variants of the same sign, or semantically, graphically and/or 
phonetically closely related signs are sometimes codified far apart from each other. In redefining 
the classification specifically for the cursive and hieratic sign repertoires such cases can be 
reviewed and signs that have elements in common can be grouped together.
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Signs that have a graphic element in common are particularly interesting in a hieratic 
palaeography, especially when similar forms relate to completely different signs. Such cases are 
crucial to the project as they concern the nature of hieratic script. How are such signs to be 
classified and coded in a palaeography for the cursive scripts?
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The slide gives another example, which shows how similar graphic forms in hieratic may relate to
different hieroglyphic signs, but also how different graphic forms in hieratic relate to the same 
hieroglyphic sign. Two problems are related to this example. The first problem concerns the 
classification of the mummy lying on a bed: does it belong to the class of ‘Man’ or to the class of 
‘Furniture’? Gardiner included the sign in the class of ‘Man’ (A55). Möller included it under 
‘Furniture’ in volume II as no. 384, but in volumes I and III he rather gave for no. 384 the sign 
coded Q19 in the Extended List, which is the sign of a bed without a mummy. Consistency is 
needed here. The second problem concerns the diacritic stroke, which is sometimes taken to 
indicate the mummy. Meeks, however, has argued that it serves merely to distinguish the 
hieratic forms of the signs A55 and Q19 from the hieratic form of sign N1, the sky, to which it is 
otherwise very similar (Meeks, ‘Linguistique et égyptologie’, in: Chronique d’Égypte 179 (2015), 
pp. 41-42). Whether the diacritic stroke is in addition to be understood as indicating the 
mummy, making the difference between A55 and Q19, depends upon the context in which the 
sign is used. Without word-context, it is in many cases not possible to say which sign the scribe 
had in mind.
NB: The diacritic stroke may in addition indicate the Horus bird lying on the bed, a sign that in 
the Extended List is coded G165 and that is classified under ‘Birds‘. Meeks, ibid., pp. 41-42.
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The graphic aspects of hieratic script demand that similar forms, which may relate to completely 
different signs, are reviewed together; that is, in the same, or closely related form classes. 
Creating a palaeography for the hieratic scripts is clearly not merely a case of adapting the 
classes for the accommodation of cursive and hieratic signs. In the longer run, we must create 
overviews that on the basis of form-describing parameters collect similar forms irrespective of 
which specific sign they in word-context represent. Such overviews allow more detailed study of 
forms and developments and make it possible to more easily inventory the possibilities for 
identification and the usages of a given hieratic sign form. 
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Structure of the AKU project
The project is organized in modules.
In the first stages of the project the focus lies – besides the Corpus Modules – on the 
Concept and IT Modules:
• Concept Modul 2: „Repertoire of Signs“, especially „Problems and Priorities in 
Palaeography“.
• Concept Modul 1: „Concepts, methods and aims of digital research“ that goes 
strongly together with the IT Modules 1-2: „Database development“. 
• Although the IT-Modules 6-7 „Continuity and Repository“ belong the final phase of 
the project, they are already relevant.
• Activities belonging to Practical Modules, Didactic Modules and Cooperation Modules 
have already taken place as well. The next event will be the international conference: 
„Ägyptologische ‚Binsen‘-Weisheiten III“ – Formen und Funktionen der Edition und 
Paläographie von altägyptischen Kursivschriften in April 2016.
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One of the project‘s initial goals is to build up a complex database as a dynamic tool for 
research on hieratic scripts and cursive hieroglyphs.
IT-solutions may change quickly, therefore we take care of developing a database-
structure, that gives us the opportunity to move the data into a different system if 
eventually needed. 
In a first step this database will only be available to the project members and 
cooperation partners. 
Nevertheless it is planned to present the database as an online-tool for researchers that 
are interested in the field of hieratic and cursive hieroglyphs in a second step. It is
planned to put this into practice in year five to ten in the term of our project.
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The illustration above shows a very rough sketch of the structure of the project‘s 
database.
It is divided into two parts: one is the media section, the other will cover metadata of 
the documents that will be analyzed by the project.
Thanks to the cooperation with Mark Depauw and the Trismegistos project, the 
Trismegistos Metadata-Database is put to our disposal. However, there are some
modifications necessary, but without changing the system‘s structure. Some tables will 
be added for a more detailed description of the writing surface, it‘s status of 
preservation, or the link to the photographical documentation for instance.
The media-database (marked in red) is the new part of the database we are developing
right now.
Core of this part will be the table where we record the factual topic with which the
project‘s research starts: the single hieratic sign, the „Hieratogramm“.
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How to present hieratic signs in a (digital) palaeography?
Several solutions can be found in publications, e. g. signs copied out of a digital picture
with a more or less high resolution. This is a very fast, efficient solution and may work 
for signs that can be isolated well (comp. the signs on the left). But it is more
complicated in the case with signs overlapping each other (comp. signs in the top row / 
right). Signs that are barely visible can be more visible by using eloborated software.
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Facsimiles – a solution? „Traditional“ or digital?
Traditional facsimiles that are done properly are still very useful and in many cases better
than „drawings“ done automatically by a software. The examples above show that
manual corrections by the researcher would have been necessary. A third and nowadays
popular way is to create digital facsimiles, which are digital drawings „manually“ using
elaborated software, drawing pens and tablets.
Since our project will analyze hieratic signs with digital tools in the future, we are going
to store the digitized signs using different file formats.
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In the database itself one single Hieratogramm is represented in a vector graphic format 
(*.svg) as well as a pixel based file.
Not imported but connected to the database are the digitized signs using other file
formats as well.
The description of the individual sign covers several aspects – for example: 
• regular form or an abbreviated variant with the distinction of a representative 
form in contrast to an extraordinary one 
• color
• shape classification in a wider sense – such as used by Gardiner (tall narrow, low 
broad, low narrow)
• shape classification in a more detailed way concerning the hieratic signs
• the position in the specific ,block‘ of signs
• ...
With these descriptions we are going to develop selected keywords. 
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These keywords and other metadata are the basis for the future analysis, that will be 
done by using the database as well as other digital tools.
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Another important aspect for every palaeography is the question of how many signs of a 
single source should be recorded.
Working with a database as a dynamic tool – instead of a traditional static palaeography 
with limitations given by, for instance, a printing format – it is very seductive to try to 
record every hieratic sign of a single document or at least the number of occurrences of 
a specific sign character. This can be important, especially if you think of a statistical 
analysis.
As long as sources that have an approximately „short“ text are used, this is a practicable
way. But when it comes to longer manuscripts this is difficult to realize. 
Without digital support for this part of the work a selection of signs with well-
representative forms should be sufficient at the moment.  
Currently, we note the frequency of their occurrence, with the use of temporary 
keywords like „common“, „rare“, „unique“ and so on. Of course this approach is not a 
satisfying solution and we hope that we can change this in the near to medium-term 
future, by using elaborated software for handwriting recognition.
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Since the database should cover the whole time span of ancient Egyptian history and the 
sources are very different and need lot of experience, it would be unrealistic to think
that the small team of the AKU-project could accomplish this alone, even if the project is
a longterm project of more than 20 years in total.
Therefore, we are looking for cooperation partners who are interested in joining us to 
build up a much-needed, updated digital inventory of hieratic and cursive signs that can 
be used by all to study and compare script phases and developments, temporal and 
geographical characteristics,  scribal hands and so forth.
We are well aware of what we are asking for – the proposal we want to do is: 
all of you who are working on hieratic palaeographies can import their digital data into 
the database we are developing. 
In return, we provide our digital tools for the analysis of your material. It is important to 
note that your material will stay in your hands and the entries are labeled in every case 
so as to guarantee the authorship.
We plan to keep you regularly updated on our progress with the database from now on, 
but you can always contact us on aku@uni-mainz.de.
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